
Questions to prepare yourself for the hearing/interview at the BAMF

The following questions – or similiar ones – are usually asked at the beginning of the hearing at the
BAMF.
1. Do you belong to a certain tribe or ethnic group?
2. What is your religion?
3. Did you own identity documents in your country of origin, like a passport, passport substitute or 
ID?
4. What are the reasons why you can‘t present identity papers?
5. Tell us your last address where you lived in your home country (before fleeing)
6. Did you live there until your departure?
7. When did you leave your home country?
8. When did you enter Germany?
9. Did you stay in another country before you entered Germany? If yes, where and how long?
10. Tell us your travel route. Via which countries did you come to Germany?
11. Tell us your parents’ family names, first names and address. Do you have siblings? How many?
12. Are you still in contact with your parents?
13. Do any other of your relatives live in your country of origin?
14. What is the name of the father of your father?
15. Which school/university did you go to? (how long and where?)
16. What is your profession? What was your last employment?
17. Did you own your own business?
18. How did you finance your departure? (who funded it?)
19. Did you travel alone? (why did only you leave?)
20. Do you have serious health problems?
21. Did you complete mandatory national military service?

Those where the general, standard questions. Next come the most important questions:

22. What were your reasons for fleeing your country? Why do you fear persecution?
23. What are you afraid of if you had to go back?
→ What did I flee from and why am I sure, that my life is in danger?

To prepare yourself for the hearing, the following questions might be helpful:

Be careful: Explain very precisely what happened to you!
„Very precisely” means: 
„What happened and how exactly did it happen?“
„When and where did it happen?“
„Who else was there?“
„Why did it happen?“
„How often did it happen?“ (violence, threat, persecution…)

Consider: Some of the people who conduct the hearings ask many questions and details. But 
others might not ask many questions at all. Therefore, here are questions that might be important. 
Answer them even if the interviewer does not ask them.
If you can answer any of the following questions with yes, then describe the experiences in as 
much detail and as precisely as possible:



22. Reasons for fleeing, reasons for your fear of persecution:
Were you ever personally threatened?
Did someone attack you?
What violence (physical or psychological) have you experienced?
What violence were you threatened with?
Were there concrete threats (like threatening letters)?
What persecution do you fear? Why exactly?
What violence did your family or friends experience? How were they threatened? (Did this also put
you in danger?)

How does the enmity/ the danger threatening your father/mother/family/friends affect you 
personally?
What was the event that directly triggered your fleeing the country?
Was there special danger because of your gender?
Were you politically active? Did this create special dangers for you?
Do you belong to a religious group that is threatened, discriminated against or persecuted?
Are you part of an ethnic group that is threatened, discriminated against or persecuted?
Is the police corrupt? Are there groups who have more money and are stronger?
Is the police involved in crime and violence?
Why can’t you find protection from local police? (talk about all your experiences)
Why can’t your state protect you?
Which contacts and power does the person/people have who you are afraid of?
Why couldn’t your family and friends protect and help you?
What danger was there from conflicts and fighting in your region?
How did the situation develop?
Talk about the destruction, the violence, about attacks, etc.
If you personally are threatened by other individuals: explain why they are so powerful and why 
the state could not protect you from these.
Do you have proof to show that your experiences are true and the dangers are real?

23. What do you fear if you have to go back?
What could happen? What danger is there for YOU personally? (Why and from whom?)

 Connect this to your personal reasons for seeking asylum!
Why are YOU particularly in danger?
What has already happened to you that could happen again?
Explain exactly why the people threatening you are so dangerous and powerful and why the 
dangers are still there and still so bad after you have been gone.
Who is in control of the region where you used to live?
If your family can’t help you when you get back, explain why.
What danger can there be for you, if you are alone there?
Is there special danger because you are a man? Or special danger because you are a woman? Or 
special danger because you feel you are not a man or a woman?
How is your current health? Do you have bodily or mental problems? Do you need treatment? 

After the interview:
It is possible that after the interview, you remember more things that are important for your 
asylum application. Or maybe you will discover more information after the hearing.



Then it is very important that you contact the BAMF and tell them. Documents for example that 
you receive from your country of origin can be important and you should give them to the BAMF 
even after the interview.


